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CAMPHILL CORRESPONDENcE
Action for transformation
starts with becoming truly
aware of how we feel:
within ourselves, in our
communities and in relation to nature. It faces up to
the reality of disease – the
spiritual dis-ease of disequilibria, stunted growth
and cancerous growth.
Rather than pushing away
of masking existential pain
with consumption or addictions, it recognizes its value.
The pain is the mantra. It is
the signal that points us to
where healing is called for.
That’s why we need to feel
it, to go into it, to see where
it’s coming from and to find
what it asks of us. Healing
then becomes a process of
re-creation, opening up the
channels of creativity. And
creativity is nothing less
than the literal unfolding of
reality on the rolling crest of
time in the ongoing process
of God’s creation through
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all eternity.
This is what makes spiritual activism so compelling. It brings alive the feminist principle that
‘the personal is the political’. It lights up the darkness so that the blind see, the lame walk and
even the dead rise. In other words, the simple act of becoming truly aware of reality can cause
Alastair McIntosh, Soil and Soul
miracles. It can set loose magic.

Keeping in touch

O

ur thanks to all who responded so positively to the

previous Hermann Gross issue. We’re delighted
you enjoyed these wonderful pictures that Hermann
created.
We seem to have an ongoing area of mis-information
and omissions; and I wonder if anyone has any ideas
about how to make it work better. I refer to the Birthday
Lists, where we name the five-year birthday milestones
of Camphill people aged 70 and over. How do we get
our information? Sandra Stoddard has rung, written or
emailed all the Camphill places worldwide and asked for
details. However often Camphill places haven’t replied
or information is old. This happened with the last issue
and hence I would like to apologise for not noticing that
Ivan Jacobson was included in the list although he died
a few years ago. In the old days, I suppose, we would

A

all know if a list was up to date; but now we just don’t
know all of the people listed. It also often happens that
someone is not included on the list that should be, but
if no one tells us, we don’t have any way of knowing.
Is there some way to make this list more accurate and
relevant? Or is it really not wanted quite enough by
the people in Camphill who haven’t sent their updated
lists to us to make it happen reliably? Or shall we keep
going as it is, as best we can, with later apologies and
inclusions as necessary?
I would love to receive artwork and poetry from our
Camphill people, both within the centres and also the
many readers who don’t live in a traditional Camphill
place. You are warmly invited to send something for
inclusion, let’s share our efforts for all to enjoy!
Good reading, Maria

Friedwart Bock became 80 on 18 September

fter fifty-nine years in Camphill the birthday song
for Friedwart should start with the words ‘steady
and faithful’...He represents, in a way, the generation of
younger friends who came from Germany soon after the
war to dedicate their lives to children and youth with a
need for special care. Perhaps the main difference to
others joining Camphill in the late forties was that, by stubborn and total commitment, he stayed on in the Camphill
Rudolf Steiner Schools for nearly six decades, a feat hard
to equal. (The word feat, by designation, speaks of an act
of courage, or an exploit, an act of skill, endurance, imagination, strength, of a knack, an achievement; and here
the meaning is all the above!) Friedwart has, in a fatherly
way, accompanied more ex-pupils and co-workers than

probably any of us; his active friendship extends to many
living in and outside Camphill and, beyond that, to the
souls connected to our Camphill impulse.
Those of us who experience his caring and wise counseling – such as when I shared house-parentship in St. Ternan’s in the sixties, the working together of the Principals
in the seventies, common concerns in the transformation
of the Camphill Community in the eighties, research and
input at the Karl König Archive in the nineties, and, ever
since, the ongoing friendship deepening – have met that
Friedwart whom we want to celebrate with our hearts’
joy, wishing him truly all the best for his 80th birthday
this autumn!

Christof-Andreas Lindenberg, Beaver Run, USA

Artist’s note: For this edition I have chosen one of the self portraits of Rembrandt. As an artist he is familiar to most people,
and so rather than speaking about his biography I wanted to explain why I chose him. Rembrandt was a man who was so
gifted that there was nothing that was impossible for him in terms of technique. The subject of the self portrait was something
he explored all through his life. In tune with this quotation on the front cover I chose one of his self portraits because of
the way they make visible his ripening as a human being. The writer Thornton Wilder said he only weeps when he sees a
human life turned into the gold of art. Many people find themselves weeping before the later self portraits of Rembrandt.
What they seem to convey is that our humanity lies not in power and success but in an awareness of our vulnerability and
woundedness. This, I believe, is the creative pain Alistair MacIntosh is referring to.                Deborah
Birthday list November/December 2008
Becoming 90
Alan Cais, Simeon.................................................... Dec 5th
Becoming 85
Joan Tuchmann, Botton Village............................... Nov 11th
Katharine Joiner, Botton Village.............................. Dec 13th
Dorothy Newton, Mourne Grange.......................... Dec 23rd
Becoming 80
Marianne Schneider, Minnesota............................. Nov 17th
Becoming 75
Sonja Elmquist, Mourne Grange............................. Nov 30th
Susanne Steinke, Berlin.......................................... Nov 17th
Turid Engel, Humanus House .................................. Dec 7th
Becoming 70
Heidi Byrde, Perceval............................................... Dec 7th
Jean Burch, Mourne Grange..................................... Dec 8th
Mary Elmquist, Community Homestead, Wisconsin....Nov 20th
Any additions for the birthday list,
please contact Sandra Stoddard at: sandrastoddard@gmail.com
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An address to the anthroposophical community in Jerusalem, June 21 2008
Adrian Bowden, Solborg, Norway
Editor’s note: Anthroposophy tells us that midsummer
has a spiritual and physical correlation to midwinter.
This article struck such a resonant chord, we felt it was
entirely appropriate for this time of year despite (or
because of?) its connection to midsummer.

T

owards the end of the year, as the darkness deepens,
it is perhaps an opportunity to reflect on the events
of summer. On a recent visit to Israel I was asked by my
wonderful host, Noam Sharon (the editor of Adamolam,
an anthroposophically inspired magazine published in
Israel), if I wanted to speak about something with people
gathered at the Jerusalem Steiner School on the summer
solstice. I suggested the title ‘Camphill – community on
the turning point’.
Today we celebrate the longest day of the year. In a
way we can say: “it doesn’t get any better than this!”
We survived the winter (didn’t we?), the darkness, we
enjoyed the furtive awakenings of spring, but now we
bask in the warmth and the light. But it is with regret I
must inform you that already now, on the other side of
midnight last night, on this turning-point day, we have
begun the descent again into darkness and can begin
the farewell to warmth. One can say that every cloud
has a silver lining but one must also be conscious that
every zenith has its nadir.
The custom of lighting a fire at midsummer is a very old
one, but is still followed in many places, for example my
country, Norway. It goes back to pre-Christian times and
has taken many different forms, but there often seems to
have been some idea and experience of purification
or the overcoming of evil linked with it. In the middle ages it was customary to look at the fire through
flowers, as it would keep your eyes healthy, or to
dance around the fire with garlands of flowers and
herbs. In the end one jumped over the fire, throwing
the garlands into the flames, wishing and praying for
all illness to be burnt up. Nowadays an image may
be of cleaning our house, clearing out and burning
up the old, to make space for something new. St.
John’s tide is a time of inner struggle, of striving for
virtue. One thing one can do is that each of those
gathered round the fire might throw into it a piece
of paper on which is written any things they may
need to overcome during the year. This, one might
say, would be the nearest of all to a ‘Christian’ way
of celebrating St. John’s message: the recognition
of evil in ourselves and the need for change and
transformation.
So how can we at this turning point reflect on community? Community and all relationships between
human beings must also endure struggles. They have
their zenith and their nadir, community must have
its crises – it must have its death even. How many
people here have been in a relationship that ended
sadly? I can more than imagine it was difficult – one
almost wants it to keep going no matter how sick or
wounded it is. Community is comprised of human
beings; sometimes they need to separate from each
other in order to continue to properly exist in their
own right. But yet we are always so afraid of separa-

tion and death that we hardly see the opportunity for new
life. We here in the middle of summer can again make
the mistake of basking only in the wonder, the beauty,
sure it is right and good, but it is part of a cycle – it is not
‘pessimistic’ to have a consciousness of the highs and the
lows of life! By recognizing and maybe to some extent
connecting our pursuit of freedom to these highs and
lows, we become truly human such that community and
relationships can arise positively.
The Camphill community had as its trigger the crisis
in humanity which the people of Israel more than any
people suffered through: the rise of National Socialism.
Many of the founders of Camphill were Jews. So you my
new friends here in Jerusalem on this Shabbat midsummer,
you can think back to almost exactly seventy years ago,
March 12, 1938, also a Shabbat – when the German soldiers marched into Austria to implement the ‘������������
Anschluss’��,
the ‘connection’. Here we were to believe a community
was being formed – the German peoples uniting together.
But this outward ‘connection’ was as we all now well
know, realized by deceit and inaction. The weakness of
Austria, the weakness of Europe triggered this travesty
of community between peoples. The occult significance
of this historical event we consider here today in this
most special of places, where the mystery of Golgotha
manifested; where now it may be difficult to even discuss all of these events in this city. Due to this ‘friendly’
non-confrontational attack a new community was born.
The Jewish followers of the teachings of Rudolf Steiner
inspired by Karl König fled, as Jews have always had to
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flee, as maybe even we flee now. They ended up (their
destiny took them!) in Scotland, in a place historically
connected to the Knights Templar, in Camphill.
The crisis of World War II, which forced the group from
Vienna to act (where otherwise they could rather have
slumbered into life’s cafés and concerts), did not after a
short shock deliver them simply and safely to freedom.
They had a long hard struggle ahead of them. I think it is
something we all innocently hope will happen, a bit of
a struggle and then a reward. What makes us have this
idea that we will always be saved from real crisis? What
these founders of Camphill understood was the need for
spiritual striving together in the face of the destruction
on the physical plane during the war. They saw the need
for inner work, as opposed to living in fear.
I could use this opportunity to discuss in greater detail
how threefolding which is at the core of the Camphill impulse, with some of its central attitudes of freeing politics
from dogma and manipulation by economics, should be
considered even more important to bring about peace
here in this part of the world than almost anywhere
else. However I am not so pretentious to imagine that I,
a European, from one of the most peaceful countries in
the world, can make any bold statements about solutions
here with the special challenges faced.
I would however like to draw the parallel that Camphill
as an impulse also need not be fearful of freedom in the
spiritual sphere. It is my strongly held belief that where
spiritual matters are ‘protected’ or even controlled (for
example by the state) because of a fear that freedom
will allow opposing forces to enter, it is just that, letting
fear win – ignoring love’s perhaps painful but ultimately
beautiful truth from revealing itself through free human
beings.
So we look again at the spiritual. As we approach the
festival of John the symbols of water and fire become
relevant again. It is important to remember that John
baptized with water – itself a small death experience for
the person being baptized – but He who would come
after John would baptize with fire.
Luke’s gospel connects the baptism of the Holy Spirit
with a baptism of fire. John the Baptist says: “He will
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire. His winnowing fork is in his hand to clear his threshing floor and
to gather the wheat into his barn, but he will burn up the
chaff with unquenchable fire.” (Luke 3:16–17)
The process of preparing grain involves threshing,
that is, crushing, beating or thrashing the grain heads
in order to loosen the grain kernels from the surrounding stems and husks; and winnowing, using a kind of
wooden pitch fork (a winnowing fork) to throw the
threshed grain heads into the breeze so the lighter chaff
will blow downwind and the heavier grain kernels will
fall back to the ground, separating the two. The floor is
‘cleared’ by threshing and then winnowing all the grain
heads until the chaff and grain have been completely
separated. The grain is then gathered into baskets and
stored in the barn, but the remaining stems and husks
are piled together and set ablaze.
Relationships or community between people need not
only confirmations but baptisms. The truth in love will
cut off and burn that which bears no fruit. Communities/relationships are not meant to be in the same form
forever, or at least they need to go through death processes in order to transform into their new form.



Like sheaves of corn he gathers you unto himself.
He threshes you to make you naked.
He sifts you to free you from your husks.
He grinds you to whiteness.
He kneads you until you are pliant;
And then he assigns you to his sacred fire, that you may
become sacred bread for God’s sacred feast.
All these things shall love do unto you that you may
know the secrets of your heart, and in that knowledge
become a fragment of Life’s heart.
But if in your fear you would seek only love’s peace
and love’s pleasure,
Then it is better for you that you cover your nakedness
and pass out of love’s threshing-floor,
Into the seasonless world where you shall laugh, but
not all of your laughter, and weep, but not all of your
tears.          Kahlil Gibran – The Prophet
Human beings are today confronted with almost ultimate
freedom. In this time of the consciousness soul this is the
very burden we must carry. No longer can we rely on the
angels of the past. We must ourselves stand up and make
choices. But what help do we have? These choices seem
to handicap us as they bring with them the possibility of
failure, and fear arises. What hope do we have?
I call people in Camphill ‘the cornerstones’. We may be
compared to the brick that the builders threw away, and
yet we may become the brick that ended up keeping everything together. But like the brick we must first be thrown
out. We may need to be let go in order to let become.
You may ask why I have come to this city. Jerusalem
has been totally destroyed at least twice, besieged 23
times, attacked an additional 52 times, and captured and
recaptured 44 times. This city is mesmerizing – peoples’
struggle for it is frightening – but seen over 4000 years
it simply demonstrates the laws of love.
Love may be understood to be a dialogue or a conflict,
which to the extent one avoids its threshold, will only
lead to a more intense, even more painful, meeting with
it at a later time. In Camphill we have friends with us in
this process, almost necessarily through conflict; with
these friends we can enact love’s community.
Camphill may need to find in its biography an understanding of these laws. I could discuss for hours the
challenges in Camphill. But rather than talking about
what happened, finding blame, or obsessing on the
details or even the pain and hurt, let us simply consider
the attitude I try to raise in this talk with you tonight.
It is my opinion that smaller and bigger deaths need to
happen. These crises cannot be avoided but they can be
informed by our will. By turning forward, smaller and
bigger conscious decisions can be made by us out of
these deaths and amazing futures can emerge.
As a final note that I feel also must be sounded here,
it is very important that forgiveness is perhaps the most
powerful tool in the service of love. People who will live
together in community need continuously to exercise
forgiveness. Living with people in need can, through
exercising empathy, give inspiration to a willingness in
general to accept people for who they are, their differences and even the pain they cause you, which can then
lead finally to peace.
Adrian lives at Solborg
in Norway and has been the co-ordinator
for The Camphill Trust in Norway for about five years.

Advent garden
Anke Weihs
The following was written in 1980. As it is now 80
years since Karl König experienced the Advent Garden
and changed the direction of his life completely, it
may be relevant. (Contributed by Friedwart Bock,
Camphill Aberdeen, Scotland)

O

n June 1, forty years ago, a tiny group of women
and six children moved into a gracious mansion
standing in 26 acres in the Dee Valley, six miles west
of Aberdeen in Scotland. The name of the place was
‘Camphill’ and the moment of entry, the birth moment
of what was to become the ‘Camphill movement’.
It was wartime and the men belonging to the little
group of women were interned on the Isle of Man.
They had all come from Austria as refugees from
Nazi oppression, but owing to the circumstances at
the time, they were regarded as ‘enemy aliens’ until
tribunals declared them otherwise.
Two of the six children present on that June day forty
years ago were not members of the family: they were
children in need of special care (one of them, long
since adult, is still with Camphill at the Botton Village
Community). They were the forerunners of thousands
of children, some as yet unborn, who were to enter the
orbit of the Camphill movement which was to serve
the needs of handicapped children.
June is the month of John the Baptist whose call:
Change your ways – prepare the paths for Him who
is to come! can be a maxim for those who work with
the handicapped, for it is in changing oneself, one’s
ingrained attitudes, habits of thinking, one’s moral
values – that one becomes sensitive to the innate spirit
and dignity in the other and helps him to unfold.
All beings born have a moment of conception. When
was the Camphill movement conceived?
It took place on the First Advent Sunday in 1927.
A young Viennese doctor, Dr. Karl König, was working in Switzerland under Dr. Ita Wegman, Rudolf
Steiner’s medical collaborator. Visiting one of the
earliest homes for handicapped children in the anthroposophical movement, he was present at the Advent
Garden, a celebration peculiar to anthroposophical
special homes and schools. A spiral of moss is laid
out on the floor, drawing inwards to a central hillock
of logs, moss and crystals upon which stood a single
burning candle. Nestling in the moss are many red
apples holding unlit candles. A child steps forward
with shuffling gait, gropes for an apple and winds his
uncertain way to the centre accompanied by soft singing and music. He lights his candle from the central
flame and begins his way out of the spiral. This time
his face is lit up by the candle in the apple cupped
in his hands. His face has a curious slant, something
almost prenatal, an early morning innocence from
before the Fall of Man. He is a Down’s Syndrome child.
He sets his burning candle down somewhere in the
mossy spiral and there is an infinitesimal increase of
light in the darkened room.
He is followed by others – children who skip over
the prescribed spiral path right to the centre; children
who drag heavy bodies; those who have no spatial ori-

entation; children who panic; those who are cocksure
of themselves but unable to keep their candle alight
– but each having in his or her own way reached the
centre to become a Light Carrier as he winds his way
out again and adds his light to all the others until, in
the end, the Advent Garden is abloom with lights.
Dr. König experienced, whilst watching, an existential human drama: the fateful bite into the apple of the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil thrusts mankind
into a labyrinth of conflict, isolation, loss of meaning,
loss of wholeness. Gently, in the obscurity of special
homes, inadequate, sub-normal children would seem
to take the bitter taste of that bite away and bring light
out of paradise instead of sin.
In this hour, Dr. König resolved to lay aside all
personal ambition and to put his whole life at the
disposal of the child in whom the inherent dignity
of man cannot come to its full expression or is not
recognized by the environment into which a child
who is frail is born.
From conception on, the period of gestation was long.
Dr. König became an ardent pupil of Rudolf Steiner’s
teaching. He gathered immense experience as a physician both to a large home for handicapped children
in East Germany and through his phenomenal private
practice in Vienna. He absorbed many influences such
as that of the Bohemian-Moravian Brotherhood out of
which background his wife came and which helped him
to form many of the ways of living peculiar to Camphill.
He had new social ideas. He dreamt of a community
comprising of many different disciplines infused with
the fire of Rudolf Steiner’s Spiritual Science, a community in which the celebration of the Christian festivals
of the year would give new spiritual orientation, a new
sense of the meaning of existence, a new mythos as the
matrix in which the emergence, growth and development of the dignity of man in the handicapped would
thrive and be upheld. And lastly, there was the need
for Dr. König to gather a group of people around him
who would help him to realize his ideals. This was the
small group which entered into and began to work in
Camphill House forty years ago.
Thus St. John’s tide in June is the birth-month of
Camphill. A St. John’s Play written by Dr. König enacted every year on St. John’s Day expresses the experience of a growing brotherhood of human beings
gathered in a ring around the Baptist who cries out:
For One is coming who is greater than I – a reminder
that whatever we are, however gifted we may be,
however profound our insight, there are always others who may be greater in love, greater in forgiveness
or in innocence and joy – even though they may be
handicapped.
Change your ways! The teacher must not become
rigid and set; he must be mobile – a dancer, Rudolf
Steiner said – full of colour and music and spontaneity
– and always mindful of self-education.
So, in a nutshell, everything that was to become a
way of life in the Camphill movement was there at the
beginning. The years that followed have seen the unfolding, developing and branching out of Camphill.



Contemplations on the meaning of leaf and bud
Regine Blockhuys, Lehenhof, Germany

T

he sacrifice of Iphigenia is a fundamental impulse
of the Camphill community. It was her sacrifice as a
priestess at Tauris that provided a balance to the Greek
intellectuality; by ‘deepening with religiosity, making
more inward what has been recognised’ (R. Steiner). The
intellect is quick and has egoistic tendencies. Religiosity is slow and selfless (the thinking heart!). By turning
inward the self-will can be transformed into spirit-will.
An example is: ‘In the beginning was the Word’. How
can we get beyond the human word with its cold and
often empty concepts? It is only possible to approach the
cosmic Word by religious deepening through awe and
deep respect; otherwise it remains obscure.
How can we see the World-Word made manifest in
the great and majestic breath of the year?
Exhaling in spring
Being exhaled in summer
Inhaling in autumn
Being inhaled in winter
We know from Rudolf Steiner that the Christianised
breath of the earth-soul is inhaled which flows out in
spring and summer to receive the sun and the stars, and
which comes to rest in winter in the depth of the earth.
The Word of the beginning was the Logos, the Christ. It
is the Christ who moves and causes the changes of the
seasons. He, the World-word, brings certain forms in
the visible world.
In spring: From the infinitude of an inner world issues
the gesture of the opening bud, creating a
sheltering space. (Resurrection)
In summer: By unfolding, this sheltering space becomes
bigger, until it becomes infinitely big in the
shape of a bowl, carried by the leaf.
In autumn: When the earth inhales the earth-soul – the
leaves begin to fall.
In winter: The bud is formed protected by the sheltering leaves.

The leaf carries outer infinity. The bud shelters inner infinity. This outer and inner infinity is ‘Christ-filled space’!
Leaf and bud have to be seen in connection with each
other, and also the spaces that belong to them.
The leaf is expanding in the plane, and together with
its infinite space it is an image of man’s devotion to the
spirit. The bud is compressed to a point and is with its
inner space an image of Man offering shelter to something precious.
For the Holy Nights the Calendar of the Soul gives the
following:
And when I live in spirit depths
And dwell within my soul’s foundations,
There streams from love-worlds of the heart
To fill the vain delusion of my self,
The fiery power of the cosmic Word.
And for the end of July, in summer:
Thus speaks the cosmic Word
That I by grace through senses’ portals
Have led into my inmost soul:
Imbue your spirit depths
With my wide world-horizons
To find in future time myself in you.
To deepen the religious experience of the course of
the year with the strength of contemplative judgement
in beholding*, this leads to the devotion to the Christforces without and within. The etheric forces become
visible in the gesture of leaf and bud; at the same time
they are Christ-forces. Are they an expression of the
etheric Christ?
*Words formulated by Goethe: ‘anschauende Urteilskraft’.

Translated by Johannes Surkamp, Ochil Tower, Scotland
Regine has lived in Camphill
since 1959 and is retired now, living in the Lehenhof.

Building? Community?
Richard Phethean, Beannacher, Scotland

M

ore and more we talk about community building,
but can we really ‘build’ community? Is this the
right concept?
‘Building’ implies a mechanistic process of putting component parts together using some kind of binding agent
like cement or glue or nuts and bolts, based on a scheme
or a plan. We can build a house or a computer or a cupboard. ‘Building’ also implies that once the item is built,
it is finished and there is nothing more to do. It has been
built, the job is finished. Does this apply to community?
Let’s try to apply the concept of building to a community. If I want to build a community, I would gather
together some land, a house, a financial structure, a
timetable, a purpose, an ideal etc. And then I need to
add some people of course (oops, nearly forgot). So
now I have built a community? What is community? A
group of people living together? A prison or a hotel is a
community? In a way, yes, in a way, no.



Surely, community is what lives between people. Is not
community more of the nature of the love that flows
between people? Community comes from the same
root as the word ‘communication’ – it flows between
people. So would we not say that community is more
of the nature of ‘the invisible essence that binds people
together’, something like awareness, will, commonness,
our social and anti-social forces, our love and concern,
our feelings and thoughts, our struggles and joys? Isn’t
this community?
Can a husband and wife ‘build’ a love affair, a marriage
and a family? Do we speak about ‘building’ a baby? Does
a gardener ‘build’ a cabbage or an apple tree? No! Why
not? Because we are dealing with living processes. Living
beings are holograms of the whole universe. Universal
life flows through and forms every living thing. Life is a
dynamic process, a flow of creative energy inwards and
outwards. Can life be ‘built’?

The gardener sows the seeds, nurtures the land, waters the seedling and cares for his (or her) garden. It
requires effort, but it also requires love. It requires
being there at the right time and doing just what is
needed, a bit of weeding here, a bit of pruning there
– not too much, not too little. In other words what is
required is to work with and nurture the forces of life
that are abundant in this lovely world.
Surely, community life is just the same. Community
exists! It does not need building. It needs nurturing.
Living in community is like playing music together,
creating harmonies and resolving disharmonies,
listening and sounding, awakening to myself and
sleeping into the other. And of course it needs forming and moulding and guiding and it needs wisdom,
intuition, prayer...
Awaken to community!
The words that we use reflect our thinking about a
subject. Using the wrong words will undermine our efforts again and again. For example, “I am trying hard to
relax” or “where can I get a crash course in patience?”,
“God knows I am an atheist!” The concepts clash and
we are inwardly confused. Our efforts are in danger
of being frustrated by an inherent contradiction.
Perhaps a parallel can be found in our changing
scientific world-view. Newtonian physics and Darwinian theory of evolution are more and more becoming
outdated concepts of the universe – a universe where
matter is ‘built’ of atoms and life is only subject to
physical laws. The emerging new paradigm is that matter is wave-like energy and all life and consciousness
has the nature of a hologram, which means that each
part is an image of the whole. Thus an individual is a
hologram of the community and vice versa. This means
that if the individual changes, then the community
changes, which in turn affects the individuals in it. It is
a dynamic process.
Community lives in the awareness of the individual. It
lies in the satisfaction of the individual who is given the
opportunity to give what he longs to give. It lies in the love
that people naturally feel for one another. It is fostered by
honesty and integrity and the courage to tackle conflicts,
at every moment when they arise. Unfortunately, externally-applied rules, regulations and officialdom tend to
work against freedom, spontaneity and the true expression
of community, as many of us are all too aware.
So, should we use another phrase to replace ‘community building’? Such a phrase would have to reflect
the fact that the individual is part of the community and
the community lives in the individual. (How can I build

Jacob wrestling with the Angel, Rembrandt, 1658

something that I am an integral part of? I would therefore
have to ‘build’ myself as well.) How about humbly ‘living
in community’ or ‘community living’?
It seems that the phrase ‘community building’ originally
stemmed from the German ‘Gemeinschaftsbildung’, but
‘bildung’ has been incorrectly translated as ‘building’.
‘Bildung’ implies something more like ‘creative forming
out of the Spirit’, which is certainly an important part of
living in community, but is still only a partial aspect.
Rudolf Steiner sums up beautifully what for many is the
essence of community living in the following verse:
Healing comes only when
In the mirror or each human soul
The entire community finds its reflection;
And in the community
The virtue of each one is living.
Richard has been at Beannachar
for 22 years, Camphill for 32 years.
He is a pharmacist, is interested in science and plays
music; and he runs the Beannachar herb workshop.

The visit of the Palestinians
Judy Bailey, The Grange, England

A

call crying in the wilderness: ‘Change your ways,
make your path straight.’
During St John’s tide I had the pleasure of hosting
thirteen Palestinian people from the West Bank (Jenin):
medical doctors, headmasters, teachers, teachers for
the deaf and dumb and a Kindergarten teacher. What
unites them is the Jenin Charitable Society. This is an
organisation which works for improving educational
and medical conditions in Jenin and the surroundings.

A group of Waldorf school teachers in Israel have made
a link with the society and together they are working on
bringing about peace to this troubled area.
The Camphill Village Trust and some other Camphills
and individuals made the visit of those Palestinians in
England possible for which I am very grateful.
We managed to explore together a Waldorf school (Wynstones), Kindergarten (Deirdre – Grange), Rudolf Steiner institutions and Camphill villages. Inner tension arose in the



visiting group between education and having fun shopping
– the experience of sudden freedom was overwhelming. I
deeply regret not visiting Sheiling School Ringwood and
St Luke’s/Gannicox, but because of the tension, we went
and saw Bristol and Birmingham instead.
I was surprised at how much the people enjoyed the
Wynstones School play ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
acted by the people at The Grange and the youngsters
from Stroud. The group liked the Camphill Eurythmy
School performance and enjoyed learning to do ‘fire’ in
Arabic, Hebrew and English. The group was interviewed
by a reporter from The Times magazine. They had a
splendid tea at the House of Lords, thanks to Mary and
Malcolm Pearson, meeting various lords and ladies.
I was asked by the people to send seeds for them to
sow on their land. This is for me an image of what I
think took place. Seeds were sown as to how a group of
people can change their quality of life by themselves; I
hope that we can join together to nourish those seeds.

The work with the Palestinians calls on all of us for inner transformation. How fitting it was to have made an
effort during St John’s tide.
My gratitude also goes to Pat Dunhi (nonviolent communication), Marga Hogenboom (Aberdeen Medical
Centre), Juliet and Larry (talking about Sekem), Eric
Hoyland and Piet Blok (drivers), Leita Power (basketry
and craft teacher), Christian and Dona (Taurus Crafts),
Tyll from Oaklands, Judy Wakeman from The Grange
and all those from the Asha Centre.
And a very big thank you to all those at The Grange
and Oaklands.
P.S. We received letters of gratitude from the Palestinian people of Canada, California, Britain and of course
Jenin Palestine.
Judy was born in Jerusalem and has lived and worked
as a eurythmist in The Grange for a number of years.

Eva Koch’s 90th birthday celebration
Lisa Steuck, Mourne Grange, Northern Ireland

J

uly 4th, Independence Day – a very imporin Mourne Grange, especially in the cultant day for many people – so too for us
tural and religious sphere. We looked up
here in Mourne Grange, Northern Ireland,
to you as an example for us all, and you
because on that day Eva celebrated her 90th
helped us step by step to become work
masters and house parents. You were the
birthday.
first service holder, faithfully serving the
Our wonderful hall was the venue for
community.
this joyful occasion. Skilful hands had
You started the readings for the dead
transformed the apse into a worthy place.
each Saturday after Bible Evenings, which
Surrounded by plants and flowers, sitting
still goes on to this day. You started the
in her wheelchair, her feet resting on a box
village retreats for our villagers, started
filled with red, orange and yellow nasturtito take our friends on holidays and were
ums with a flower in her hand – there was
really the mother of the community. You
our Eva, 90 years old! Though her body
helped with all the inner and the outer
needs help, her spirit is still intact and very
developments of Mourne Grange, and
independent (having been born on Indeyou were very central in all that went
pendence Day).
on here.
A large screen was put on the apse on
Dear Eva, we thank you for all you
which photographs depicting Eva’s life story
have done for us, for our family and for
was shown. Sonja, Eva’s closest friend, told
the community. When you became older
us the stories pertaining to each photo. We
you started to travel to many countries
were led on a journey starting in the east
of the world, always taking friends to acof Germany and ending in Mourne Grange.
Eva on her 90th birthday
company you, to Africa, India, Israel and
Many flowers, many thistles were strewn
July 4, 2008
other countries, which was wonderful for
into Eva’s path – she picked the flowers,
you. It’s wonderful that you often come to visit us
pulled out the thistles and cheerfully and courageously
now that you are in Brooklands. We wish you many
walked on, taking things into her stride and learning
more happy and healthy years to come.
what life had to offer. She went through a gardener’s
In gratitude always, Annemarie and Christof.
training, and a kindergarten teacher’s training; she knows
all about herbs and spices and anything concerning the
Although Eva no longer lives with us in Mourne Grange,
running of a house.
she still comes for The Act of Consecration of Man, for
Eventually Eva’s path took her to The Grange in EngClass Lessons and Community meetings, and still shows
land. At an Easter Conference in Camphill, Scotland,
an interest in what is going on in our village.
Christof and Annemarie König managed to persuade
Dependent physically but still a free and independent
Eva to join them at Glencraig. And at this stage I let
spirit, Eva has now walked into her 91st year.
Christof speak for himself in a letter to Eva that appeared
in our Mourne Grange Village News on the day of Eva’s
birthday:
Lisa has lived for 22 years
After some years there [in Glencraig], we formed
in Mourne Grange, and almost 50 years in Camphill.
ourselves into a group to found the Mourne Grange
She is married to Udo, a Christian Community priest.
Community in 1971. You became our guiding light
Both are ‘as retired as can be in Camphill’.



The last resort
Article from The Guardian newspaper,
Wednesday June 25 2008,
by Maggie O’Kane

T

he most striking thing about the Hassela reform centre, apart from the apple blossom, the
white candles burning on the breakfast tables and
the smell of old wood from the dining room, is
the silence. Sixty teenagers with criminal records,
drug problems or a history of antisocial behaviour live here in Gotland, Sweden, and around
a beautiful wooden house.
The ‘students’, as they are called, are part of
one of the world’s most striking youth detention centres. They live in the main house or in
smaller houses scattered throughout the village.
Occasionally, there are ‘challenges’ – the Irish
boy, for example, who tried to hold up the post
office with a knife, then went back to apologise
– but for the most part, this small Swedish community accepts the 60 or so students who live
in its midst as kids who need help to straighten
themselves out.
The students are referred here mostly by the
Swedish authorities. There is a waiting list. Over
the past 25 years, 700 people aged from 12 to 20
have been through its doors, most after having
got mixed up in drugs or antisocial behaviour.
Its founders, Lasse Siggelin and his wife Kirstin,
started their professional lives as teachers in
the local school. They adopted two Colombian
children and over the years, were asked by social
workers to take children from difficult backgrounds, and then children and young people
referred by the courts.
The key to their philosophy is recreating a family environment – something few of the students
have experienced. The young people live in
‘micro-families’ throughout the village. Students
are sent to Hassela for two years. Many of the
‘houseparents’ are former offenders who are
prepared to embrace the extraordinary demands
of life at Hassela, working for six weeks before
taking a two-week break. “Hassela is a way of
life for many of us who work here, not a job,”
says one.
But there is also an explicit political and cultural
dimension to its work. Lasse declares himself a
‘child of ‘68’, and an idealist. The Hassela website
declares: “We have chosen to fight for democracy
by creating conditions for young people to live
life based on democratic and not fascist grounds”.
Despite its emphasis on vocational training, the
programme is motivated neither by charity nor
business. “We are doing the work to make people
feel that they belong somewhere, to make them
take responsibility, to make sure handicraft traditions are carried on, and to make sure that the
countryside has a future,” says the website.
Alex Siggelin, 28, and his wife Erica – plus the
new baby – run a dog training centre where six
young people live and work. Their old wooden

CXXVI
A new dawn
What I am unable to express
you can utter it for me
and when I can no longer sense
the immediate impact
of my world you can guide me
to the right place
which heals.
Notice how the light from our candles
reflects in the other’s eye
and that same glow conjuring a myriad
of potentialities reflects in one’s own,
the revelation of the hierarchies
furthering my destiny,
with the same luminous impulse,
will be articulating yours
and the voice I remember
which guided me to you
is the same calling you received
leading you to me.
Slowly,
then,
as the darkness enters
an even sharper contrast
against concerted emanation
and sympathy
of intention is found between us,
we’ll proceed toward the brow
of the hill
where our presence
will be discerned more clearly
and each figure
delineated with an ever increasing clarity.
1945
The inception of Camphill Newton Dee
Aberdeen, Scotland

Steve Falconer

From Steve’s cycle of poetry, Arcadian Grace



house is the centre of a project that trains Alsatians for
the Swedish police. Alex was a street child in Bogotá,
Colombia, until the age of five, when he was adopted by
the Siggelins. He believes most children need routine,
to be listened to, and to know that the house parents
will stay with them until they do what is expected.
“Sometimes, when we get them here, they refuse to get
out of bed. So we sit in the room and wait and talk until
eventually they realise they just have to get up.”
Alex and his family live with five students and they eat
and work together. “This place is about relationships,”
he says. “They are coming to my home and they can be
part of that, but there are rules.”
Some of the youths are given dogs to care for and are
allowed to keep them overnight in their rooms. This
removes the need for any arguments about getting up in
the morning. “You can’t negotiate with a dog,” Alex says.
“The dog has to be fed and exercised, so you just have
to get up. You can’t be angry around a dog or they’ll get
agitated. The kids know this and they learn to become
aware and to amend their hyperactive behaviour. They
calm down.”
Punishment is a dirty word at Hassela. Lasse says
that once students have been settled in a house where
they are comfortable, discipline is not a problem. “In
25 years, we’ve had three or four violent incidents,”
he says.
There are failures. On the day we arrived for a two-day
visit, one student had absconded on the ferry from the
holiday island of Gotland back to the mainland. Another
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went the next night. The waiting list for placements reflects the high demand for places at Hassela. But there is
little in the way of hard outcomes evidence, apart from
a study commissioned by Hassela. It recorded that 90%
of the girls and 53% of boys described themselves, one
year after ‘graduation’, as being “well established, drug
free and not involved in crime”.
Affi, a 28 year old graduate of Hassela, rebelled as
a child against her family’s strict Muslim code. She
went through eight schools before she hit the streets of
Stockholm, where she developed a drug habit. She was
sent to Hassela for two years and turned her life around.
Now she is helping the seven students billeted with her
do the same thing.
“We are with the students 24/7,” she says. “We don’t
believe that you need to punish a child to teach them
the difference between right and wrong. We are always
with them…But the most important thing we do is listen,
listen, listen. Sometimes, parents are so busy they don’t
make time to do this. We also challenge behaviour, and
we work hard on finding what interests the kids.”
It costs $164,000 to put a young person through the
Hassela programme. Chubb, who is based in the Shetlands, says Hassela makes economic sense. “I’ve come
across kids who are clearly heading for a life in prison,
and that is going to cost thousands of pounds over the
years,” he says.
It’s Saturday night, and the students are putting on a
play about drug addiction. Madeleine is sobbing in the
front row. She’s been taking drugs since she was 13 and
Hassela is her last chance. Her mother has
come to visit her and they are both weeping.
Lasse is hugging her.
There is a lot of hugging in Hassela. It may
be unfashionable at conventional rehabilitation institutions, but at Hassela it goes on
constantly.
The Hassela model has not been successfully
replicated elsewhere. An attempt to set up a
similar centre in Australia failed two years ago,
with the founder blaming lack of funding.
Former Hassela student Tanya Malashad, who
had a troubled childhood after her mother’s
suicide, says she was heading for a life of crime
and drugs before Hassela. She then became
an air steward, trained as a pilot and moved
back to run Hassela’s horticulture centre. She
is married, with two young children, and lives
in Gotland’s only city, Visby. “Everyone who
comes here has a big person missing in their
lives,” she says. “There is an empty room in
your heart, even if you don’t admit it. Most
parents of the children here use alcohol or
drugs and may be divorced. Hassela gave me
love and rules, and listened to me when I was
sad. Most of my former friends in Stockholm
are either dead or in jail.”
Lasse says: “Traditionally, the social work/
detention system tells us, “Give them a finger
and they will bite your hand off.” Our attitude
here is that we keep holding out our hand to
them and eventually they take it.”
Contributed by
Marianne Sander, Stourbridge, England

Obituary
Mary Canning
18 June 1930 – 9 June 2008

I

first met Mary in 1984. I was invited to stay in her
house. I woke up very early on my first day and ironed
my clothes – I wanted to be on my best behaviour next
to her and this is really how I always felt ever since,
she inspired me to do my very best! Later on, Mary
confessed how difficult it was for her to welcome me in
to her house as she loathed the idea of sharing her life
with a eurythmist. I was lucky she changed her mind
about this issue of ‘prima donna eurythmist’.
Although I too had reservations of joining Mary and
John’s household I was very happy there for more than
two years. There was a lot of order and routine, it could
have been a sort of Monastic order, which created inner
peace. There was hardly any waste – not with words
and not with material goods.
Mary’s special way was shown when someone was
ill. They always were very well treated and this is what
brought me to realise Mary was deeply connected to
what the Franciscan stream, Sisters Clare, were teaching.
At her funeral our priest brought a suitable quote
(St Francis in a letter to St Clare): “In great love, I beg
you, use God’s gifts with grace, and those who suffer
ills may bear them in Peace.” Mary’s life of hard work
and poverty, especially when times changed and she
potentially could have chosen to live a life of leisure
and material abundance points again to her spiritual
home with the Franciscan Order.
Mary started her life in Edinburgh, Scotland, born to
a Scottish mother and Yorkshire father. She was born
into the Roman Catholic faith, which made a strong
imprint on her, praying for the help of various saints
to the end of her life. Her mother died when she was
seven. She then lived with her aunt who also died soon
after. She ended up living with her father and a loving
stepmother and siblings.
In her early twenties Mary married Robert Forbes, a
very handsome idealist. Robert was seeking for better
education for their three sons, and came across the
Steiner Schools in a phonebook. The years with Robert
grew more and more hard and life threatening as his
illness and addiction to alcohol took hold of him. Eventually Mary found refuge in the Christian Community
staying with Ita and Taco Bay.
She later came to Camphill, The Grange being her
first and only Camphill experience – this was to be
her home for the rest of her life. Aged 39 she married
John Canning.
Mary’s sensitivity and humour have been a delight for
all who came in touch with her. She had mostly worked
in admission of new people and the Tobias group where
she brought about the therapies with the hope for a
therapy house where one could be properly nursed.
Mary had a thing about a village nurse – she often
mentioned how much we need one in The Grange.
For the last five years Mary was rather frail. She
dreamed of waking up in the morning fit for work, but
this did not really happen. Until the end she was deter-

mined to do as much as she could for herself, including
dressing and washing. She even began to take short
strolls and to help with the washing up and table setting. John was only too happy to provide simple meals
and to keep the clothes washed. Mary was unfailingly
grateful for all his efforts and never lost her humour.
St Clare on her deathbed said: “Go without anxiety
my soul, for you have a good guide on your journey.”
There is no doubt that Mary knew and knows now her
guide as in life so after death – Go in Peace!
(Extracts from the funeral address by Reverend
Monika Schneider and farewell letter by Judy Bailey.)
Judy Bailey, The Grange, England
Dearest Mary:
Thank you.
Thank you for being who you were: loyal friend, great
listener, determined server of the Spirit and caretaker of
us all at The Grange and wider Camphill communities.
With all your greatness, you were also always so humble!
I will remember you for your great compassion, your
warmth and kindness, support and also for your love of
community life. And of course...for your fantastically
wicked sense of humour! Those sparkling eyes...
The many conversations we had together about Catholic
childhoods, hubbies, sons, carsickness, festivals, Camphill, the world. Therefore, you were my obvious choice of
Friend when I prepared to join the Community. Dear, dear
Mary, I will miss you, even though I know that our relationship hasn’t finished, it has just changed (but I haven’t quite
caught up with that yet). It struck me that, as I saw you
lying in your coffin in The Grange, there was a painting on
the wall of a tree in blossom: new beautiful beginnings,
filled with light and hope. During your funeral (and once
you said to me “aren’t we good at funerals in Camphill!”)
there were some
funny moments,
lightening up our
sadness – it was as
if I could ‘see’ you
grinning; even after
death your humour
still surrounded us,
cared for us.
Thank you dearest Mary, for being
such an example
and letting me
grow in your light
and friendship...
and for making me
laugh.
Your friend Alma.
Alma Hageman,
William Morris
House,
Gloucester,
Palm Sunday walk: Mary and Alma
England
with two of her children



Other friends who have died
Our dear friend Andrew Joiner crossed the threshold
October 9, 2008, following a hard illness (cancer).
Andrew was 54 last May. Andrew leaves his four sons,
and Karen, his wife. Karen was with him at the time of
his passing. The morning started out with heavy cloud
and fog; just before 11.00 it withdrew and lifted, as if
parting, to open up the space with gentle autumn sun
shining on the many radiant coloured leaves, and light
and peace came. Just at this moment Andrew could start
his next journey.
Soleira Wennekes, Botton Village
On Sunday 31 August 2008, our co-inhabitant and friend
Axel Harry Bahr unexpectedly died. He was born July 1
1965 in Berlin.
Karin Kwiek, Hermannsberg
On Saturday September 13 we found that David Moore
had died in his sleep during the night. David has been
a villager here in Botton for eleven years, working on
the farm and in the gardens; before that he was in Blair
Drummond. He was 43 years old. Soleira Wennekes
Michael Scrivener, one of our older villagers, died
unexpectedly in the evening of September 27 here in
Botton Village. Michael has been in Botton since 1967,
Soliera Wennekes
and was 70 years of age.

Hildegard Sturm died on the 21st of September. She was 80
years old. She spent most of her life in the Camphill movement and the past 26 years were in Camphill Liebenfels in
Austria. Over the last months her health had deteriorated.
She died peacefully in her sleep at 2:00 pm.
Martin Sturm

Lars Ingvard (Lasse) Nesheim passed peacefully away on
Sunday morning 24th August. Lasse was born in Bergen
in 1917, and came to Vidaråsen as a co-worker with
his wife Ingeborg in 1976. Through his work in administration, Lasse made a valuable contribution to both
Vidaråsen and the Norwegian Camphill Trust. He spent
his last years in our care house. He will be sadly missed
by his family and all his friends at Vidaråsen.
Judith Ingram
Vitus Werthmann, 76, passed away peacefully in the sea
at Plakias, on holiday in Crete at 12 noon local time on
Wednesday the 27th of August. He was on holiday with
villagers. Vitus came to Camphill in 1952, staying in
Newton Dee when it was still a School estate. After some
years in Botton he returned to Newton Dee with his wife
Val and young family in 1961, to help build the village
community as we know it today.
Richard Phethean

News from the Movement …and beyond
Opening of the Epiphany Hall
Melanie Mogwe, Camphill Community, Rankoromane, Botswana

T

he opening of the Epiphany Hall took place on 14
May 2008. The Chief of our district, Kgosi Mosadi,
kindly agreed to officiate and together with our local
Chief Kgosi Tsetse, we had the pleasure of hosting many
dignitaries from Otse, the South East District and the FNB

The Epiphany Hall
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Foundation. Our children sang beautifully accompanied by Ulrike on the guitar. The guests were obviously
moved when Gofiwa Madisa, seven years old, sang solo.
Legodimo, our youth centre provided delicious snacks
for our guests.
We cannot begin to express our gratitude to the FNB
Foundation as well as Camphill communities worldwide
for making our dream come true. The immense support
and encouragement of all our friends in ensuring the successful completion of this project has been an inspiration
and a confirmation of the deep sense of community and
commitment between us all.
The hall is used for school activities (movement therapy,
assemblies and plays), Christian Community services,
and our own services. The hall is big enough for the
whole community (three places) to meet and celebrate
the four festivals annually.
We are also most grateful to the Mount and Henrie
van Rooij who came to visit and made a beautiful oak
altar for the hall.
Melanie is the daughter
of Werner and Roswitha Groth who brought Camphill
to Botswana in 1974. She is currently running the
furniture workshop and shop for Camphill.

Letter to all Camphill communities regarding procedure
of the Camphill World Financial Needs Group

T

he purpose of the World Financial Needs Group
(WFNG) is to facilitate the flow of money between
Camphill communities around the world in response
to expressed needs. The initiative to form this group
emerged out of the Dialogue meeting in South Africa,
2005.

Helping to ‘build the human bridge’
Support and awareness for needs will always develop
through human interaction. Such meetings between
individuals may well lead to advocacy on behalf of a
need thereby not just leaving it to the ‘needy’ to always
have to ask. As such, we recognize and encourage the
continuation of visits between communities and regions
to deepen and strengthen human connections. The
WFNG is not intended to be in any way a substitute for
this central activity of building human connections.
The WFNG is available to help present a clear picture
of where the financial needs are not currently being met
in Camphill communities throughout the world. This
picture will emerge in many ways. Below is one way
that needs will be made visible and acted upon. Other
ways to make a need visible will no doubt emerge and
it is hoped that as needs are made visible in different
ways, the WFNG can still serve by coordinating both the
announcement of the need and the financial response.

Process

• Each region of Camphill is initially responsible for
managing and coordinating any requests for financial
support from within their region.
• Each region either currently has or will develop a
process for addressing all such requests for support.
The individual members of the WFNG will take the
initiative to ensure that their respective region has such
a process in place. This regional ‘forum’ for addressing needs is an essential component for the success
of the WFNG.
• Communicating the need:
o In the case of the African region, should
there not be the capacity to meet needs
from within the region, they will make
their needs known to the UK and Ireland
region.
o For communities working out of the Camphill impulse in India, they shall communicate their needs to the North American
region.
o For communities working out of the Camphill impulse in Russia and the Baltic countries, they shall make their needs known to
the Northern region.
o For communities working out of the Camphill impulse in the Middle European
region – East (Hungary, Poland, Czech
Republic, Romania, Slovakia, and others),
they shall make their needs known to the
Middle European region.

• Where needs cannot be met out of the ‘paired’ region’s
available funds or targeted fundraising efforts, an appeal for additional funds from other regions would be
made by the paired region via the WFNG, which will
in turn communicate this need to all other regions via
the regional representatives. (Again, each individual
region will develop a means of handling this request
within their respective region.)
• All agreements/pledges to support a need will be
communicated to the WFNG which will keep the
intended recipient community/initiative updated. In
this way the WFNG will be able to know if the needs
are being funded, over or under-funded. Once sufficient commitments/pledges have been made the
WFNG will communicate that information to all
parties concerned and request that the funds be sent
immediately.
• It will not be the responsibility of the WNFG to meet
the requested need nor will it be the responsibility of
the WFNG to track payments of commitments made.
An agreement between both ‘grantors’ and ‘grantees’
should be formulated in order to follow up the commitments.
• The recipients of financial support that has been
coordinated through the WFNG will subsequently
provide a complete account to the WFNG of the use
of the money received. That accounting will in turn be
distributed throughout the movement via the WFNG
representatives.
The WFNG also fully recognizes that there may be a
need to provide support to communities to facilitate the
development of their own capacity to fundraise locally
(individuals, corporations, trusts and foundations etc) as
well as internationally beyond Camphill communities.
The membership of the WFNG consists of two representatives from each of the seven Camphill regions with
Ireland, Scotland and UK comprising one entity via the
UK and Ireland Association.
Africa: 		
Richard Blake + one
Middle Europe:
Peter Beier and Ursula Bose
North America:
		
Steve Zipperlan and Bernard Murphy
Northern Europe:
		
Adrian Bowden and Ludwig Krauss
U. K. and Ireland: Tom Blake + one

For further information, clarification and input on how
to improve and evolve this process, please contact a
member of the WFNG from your region.
Thank you.
Adrian, Bernard, Peter, Ludwig,
Richard, Tom, Steve and Ursula
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A final celebration, looking to the future
Eva Johner and Rainer Menzel, Humanus-Haus, Switzerland
Translated by Ikenna Imegwu

O

n July 4th 2008 at the conclusion of the final training
course of the Camphill Seminar for Social Education at Humanus-Haus in Beitenwil, Switzerland, there
took place a conference attended by more than eighty
people.
Participants came from various social institutions,
many having trained here years ago, while others were
attracted through educational and moral or personal
grounds. The Social Education Seminar in HumanusHaus was established in 1974 by Hans and Johanna
Spalinger one year after the opening of Humanus-Haus.
Soon, Humanus-Haus established itself as an attractive
destination for young people from all over the world.
The Swiss educational system, in relation to the social
professions largely independent and tied to private initiative, allowed for the development of a curriculum based
on the teachings of Rudolf Steiner and Karl König. The
co-operation with other Camphill training centres was
also successful; some years even saw a joint fourth-year
during which the trainees in various institutions were
afforded diverse experiences, learning opportunities
and work.
The educational reform at the end of the 1990’s and
the concomitant inclusion of the social profession in
the overall scheme of vocational training in Switzerland
brought changes and challenges. Many smaller, not officially recognised training providers were obliged to
cease their training activities. Humanus-Haus was not
spared such exigencies as had been enforced elsewhere.
Thus, in 2005, with the new professional title ‘care
specialist’ (‘Fachperson Betreuung’) incumbent, it was
decided to bring the internal training course to an end
with the graduation of the class of 2008. On July 4th 2008
the final graduates received their diplomas in a ceremony
that included lectures as well as performances and even
made room for discussions.
Humanus-Haus continues to practice as a training facility for diverse types of training, such as school, Higher
Technical School and University of Applied Sciences.
There are sixteen trainees on site this year.

As the first speaker in the morning, Education Director with the Government of the Canton of Bern, Dr.
Bernhard Pulver made reflections on the basic theme
of education.
The building or strengthening of confidence was a focal point in a speech given by Andreas Fischer, head of
the Higher Technical School for Special Education and
Social Therapy (HFHS) in Dornach. He called for the
integration of anthroposophical training into the Swiss
educational system: “It is an opportunity, perhaps even
a threat, yet we must be there!” To this he added: “We
can learn a great deal, but we also have something to
offer!”
The goal of such a perspective is to engage in a
dialogue that does not become the simple exchange
of arguments. We must foster an understanding of the
thinking of others. Dialogue also signifies respect and
interest in the biographical development of others. At
HFHS Fischer experienced the competence-oriented
direction of the new curriculum as a major opportunity.
‘Expertise’ is (in this case) used to describe the ability to
discern what is needed by the other and to act thereon;
as well as the ability to accompany and support persons
facing particular challenges.
In the new courses, content no longer plays such a
leading role, as this is replaced with the concept of ‘competence to be acquired’. Competence is sub-divided into
technical, methodological, social and self or personal
competence. These are also a part of the Curative Education Course: the human knowledge base, the subsequent
active approach through the educational law, with the
necessary (individual and personal) virtues, and humour.
For the development of the latter, highly effective tools
include artistic projects and exercises – in this sense,
the requirements of the new curriculum leave plenty of
room for creativity.
What can anthroposophical curative education pass
on? Andreas Fischer highlighted four components that
are pivotal for him and bring wider perspectives to various existential questions of human existence:
• Recognition of the essential individuality of every human being and the focus
of potential resources and capabilities.
• The awareness that in every social
therapeutic process one is personally
involved, as well as in the resulting
consequences of self-education.
• The willingness to engage with
conscious involvement and share a
piece of biography.
• The courage to follow new and unusual
ways and trust in the biographical forces
of people.

The last graduates. Photo by Matthias Spalinger
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After a lavish lunch followed by coffee and
cake, the afternoon program started with two

pieces of music presented by residents of the HumanusHaus and the final seminar group.
This was followed by a ceremony for Johanna Spalinger
(81), who attended the event. She has been honoured by
the Foundation Council of Humanus-Haus as the first
honorary member of the Foundation, for her many years
of fruitful work.
Then came a panel discussion, which had as its theme
Yesterday and today; in-house training concepts for cooperation with regional and national training providers.
In the second part of the afternoon, the traditional graduation celebration was held. Five young people obtained

a diploma, the equivalent of a specialized education.
The whole Humanus-Haus community attended. At the
subsequent hearty ‘Z’Vieri’ (tea break) accompanied by
the quartet ‘Chicco Veranda’, many were able to discuss
points arising out of the subjects just covered, greet old
friends and form new acquaintances. A finals party, with
an eye to the future!
Eva has been the training officer
of Humanus-Haus for the Camphill Seminar
for many years and Rainer is a member of the
executive board of Humanus-Haus. Ikenna Imegwu is
living as co-worker at Humanus-Haus.

The evolving practice of lifesharing in Ireland
Dr. Nick Blitz, Mischa Fekete, Mark Dwan, Loretta Power, Pearse O’Shiel
(Standards Advisory Group, Camphill Communities of Ireland)

L

ife and work in Camphill change and evolve over
time, always have done and will continue to do so
into the future. These changes partly come about from
within, partly they are driven from without. Ideally, inner and outer need should combine for a fruitful new
synthesis. This can be seen in many areas such as training, mentoring, peer supervision and reviews, but also
in the areas of advocacy/self advocacy, in supporting
relationships amongst those we live with, and in how we
respond to questions, concerns and complaints, seeing
them as opportunities for change rather than attacks on
our integrity. In fact, there are few domains of our life
and work that we couldn’t improve on.

Regulations dialogue
It has been quite clear to us in the Republic of Ireland
that many of the regulatory conditions that have had
such a significant effect on life in Camphill over the past
number of years in the U.K. and elsewhere in Europe
would begin to affect us at some point. It was always
our intention to engage in a positive and optimistic way
with the authorities in the development of any regulations that would directly affect us. We felt that we had
something of value to contribute and that we could
and would be heard in the debate that would form the
regulatory landscape within which we would work in
the future.
So, when the National Disability Authority (NDA)
published Draft National Standards for Disability Services in January 2003 we took the position that, as the
model underlying the Draft Standards was that solely
of service provision/service use, taking no account of
the lifesharing perspective, it could not be considered
fully national, excluding as it did a small but significant
part of the national landscape. This view was shared
by L’Arche and Kings-river Community who, together
with Camphill, formed the Lifesharing Alliance which
then entered into dialogue with the NDA and began to
work on devising Standards for Lifesharing. Over the
following two years the Draft Standards themselves
encountered widespread general opposition as being
unwieldy, unrealistic and over-prescriptive; eventually
they ‘disappeared’ from sight.
The Lifesharing Alliance, however, continued its work
and held two National Lifesharing Conferences which

were well supported. This provided the basis for resumed
collaborative work when the next attempt at establishing Standards for Disability Services was proposed by
the Health Information and Quality Authority (HIQA)
which had been established in May 2007 as part of the
government’s health reform programme. HIQA is an
independent authority, with broad ranging functions and
powers reporting directly to the Minister for Health.

Reviewing internal policies
At the same time Camphill had engaged Dr. Patricia
O’Brien, Director of the National Institute for Disability
Studies at Trinity College in Dublin to facilitate a comprehensive review of all our policies. This involved a detailed consultation process with communities in which a
large number of people participated. It was agreed early
on that we would derive our policies from a narrative that
sought to describe life in a Camphill community and that
we would allow the various voices that emerged from the
consultation to remain as authentic voices of lifesharers.
With Patricia’s support along with that of her colleague,
Dr. John O’Brien of Responsive Systems Associates, the
policy document has been brought to the point where,
at the time of writing, it is close to completion. This work
has made a significant contribution to the Camphill input
into work with HIQA.

Consultative group
From the outset HIQA took an open, collaborative approach to the process and a broadly constituted consultative group was formed on which Mischa Fekete
of Camphill sat as a representative of the Lifesharing
Alliance which now included Claí House in Co. Clare.
A clear programme of meetings was established for the
HIQA Standards Advisory Group (SAG) that allowed
the Lifesharing Alliance to collaborate closely in the
preparation of a series of position papers. We worked
effectively together and managed to produce comprehensive responses to the drafts that were circulated in
advance of each meeting and this in turn provided the
opportunity for other members of the SAG to consider
our views in detail and at some length outside the to
and fro of the meetings themselves.
Our responses to the draft standards addressed the underlying conceptual framework which, as in the earlier
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NDA documents, assumed that the model of service
provision differentiating clearly between the ‘carer’
(with responsibilities) and the ‘cared for’ (with rights)
was universal and which allowed little room for the
understanding of mutuality of support and responsibility
that underpins lifesharing. Our contribution often took
the form of a challenge to the language in which the
standards were articulated. In most cases this was seen
as a positive contribution, finding support in a more
general willingness to question the habitual language in
the disabilities sector and to explore options for a more
inclusive language and thus a more inclusive attitude. In
some instances the challenge was to elements of ‘service
provision’ which tended to treat those in residential settings as passive recipients of services or even as patients
who had needs, but whose strengths and possibilities to
contribute to the general wellbeing of the organisation
were entirely overlooked or ignored.
Perhaps it would be fair to say that much of what we
had to contribute highlighted the point of tension between the notion of ‘service provision’ on the one hand
and authentic inclusion on the other. We circulated
two papers to help support and illuminate our views.
The first was the paper The Good Life for Citizens with
Intellectual Disabilities by Hans S. Reinders and Bernard
Lievegoed, Chair for Ethical Aspects of Care and Support
based on Anthroposophy, Free University, Amsterdam
and the second was The Importance of Belonging by
David Pitonyack. Nor was our input restricted to the
areas where National Standards might directly affect
lifesharing. In our consideration of the issue of relationships and sexuality, for example, we were acutely aware
that there were major questions for everybody seeking to
support special and vulnerable people. While we might

Letter
Dear Editor:
Just today the Swiss driver brought us the two
parcels with books from the Camphill Correspondence donated for our local project! We have no
words how to thank you for your solidarity and
deeper understanding our quite difficult situation
and the complete inability to attract any foreign
support from the few dozen of letters which we
sent to so many publishers, authors, libraries, organisations world-wide. Thank you for publishing
two of our letters. A lady sent us some children’s
clothes and stamps already and another of your
circle sent us 10 Euros as well.
The children here are not needing clothes any
more because the humanitarian convoy is bringing used clothes, and to send clothes would be
very expensive by post. But any stamps, cards,
stickers, badges and other light items would be
appreciated for the children. For our library we
have not any hope to receive any more positive
foreign responses but let’s hope that here we
would be able to continue our project.
With good wishes,
Roman A. Dogan
RL Project, c/o PF44 Münchenstein 3,
CH 4142, Switzerland
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agree to articulate a ‘standard’ dealing with this area, it
is far from clear how the implementation and evaluation
of such a standard could be managed in any setting,
particularly in view of the unsatisfactory and outdated
legal position in Ireland.
The consultation process itself sought to be inclusive
and two members of the SAG were themselves lifesharers
from The Bridge Camphill Community. Dan Hughes and
Annie Shiffer attended and contributed to the preparatory
meetings of the Lifesharing Alliance and to the Standards Advisory Group itself and were consulted directly
on matters in which they have considerable experience
and had much of value to offer. One of the meetings of
the SAG took place in Dunshane Camphill Community
and this provided an opportunity for those attending to
get a sense of what a lifesharing place is like.

Completed document to be presented
The SAG has now completed its work and the document
will be presented to a number of focus groups for comment, written submissions from the public will be sought
and the National Standards for Disability Services will be
published. They will provide the basis for the inspection
and evaluation of all residential settings for people with
disabilities. Despite the work we have done it is not yet
clear what the final draft will include that will make life
more difficult for lifesharers.
The past two years have seen many changes in Camphill in Ireland, and with all that is described above we
have also gone through a process of restructuring to
ensure that responsibility is appropriately carried at local
and national levels. The Council has been expanded to
include a greater number of non-co-worker members
and a number of working groups have been established
to carry responsibility for particular areas. Local committees are now in place for all communities and they will
report to the Council. We have freed up someone who
has the knowledge and experience to ensure that the
communications can respond to the demands of the new
structure and we will review progress this autumn.
Thus, in the recent past impending regulatory changes
have been matched by completely independent inner
developments in Camphill in relation to governance,
policies and practice. This would appear to correspond
closely to and to have borne influence on one another
in diverse and positive ways. Ahead of us still lie the issues of implementation and inspection. On the former,
due to the unique nature of the consultative process we
engaged in, one hopes that the small group delegated
by the Council will be able to support the different
communities in an appropriate manner to achieve this.
The question of inspection could be a more contentious
one: there is a view that parents, siblings and particularly
people with special needs should be included in this
process, a view we would support but one that will not
necessarily be accepted.
We engaged in the process of change wholeheartedly
and we continue to be optimistic that, because of the
work we have done ourselves, much of what we will
face in the Standards and in the inspection process can
be turned to the good, providing opportunities for us to
live up to our highest ideals. But we are also aware that
we will be challenged in ways that may question our
capacity to maintain our communities as places that
challenge prevailing orthodoxies.

The Bible Readings have followed a
similar pattern over the years and it is
not easy to introduce a new element.
I would have liked to have included
the prophesies of the appearance of
Christ from the Old Testament during
Advent, but most people only possess
the New Testament. I have elected to
follow clear themes – like the Book of
Revelations in late fall and the Acts of
Healing before Easter. This has lead
to the omission of some favorite passages. Hopefully these omissions will
be addressed next year? The practice
of shortening the readings for the
Children’s Services is common.
Andrew Hoy

The Rose Cross
in Europe 1604–2012

†

Prague

20–23 November 2008

Conference about challenges
facing Europe
in the 21st century in the
light of three questions
by Rudolf Steiner:
The Question
of the Two Johns

Where Did Kaspar Hauser
Come from?

Revised Camphill Bible Readings
from Michaelmas 2008 until Michaelmas 2009
October

5
12
19
26

Matthew 6:24–34
Revelations 1:9–16
Revelations 4:1–8
Revelations 10:1–10

Francis of Assisi

November

2
9
16
23
30

1:Corinthians 15:35–49
Revelations 12:1–9
Revelations 14:1–7
1:Corinthians 12:4–13
Matthew 25:1–13

For All Souls Day

7
14
21
24
28

Mark 1:2–8
Luke 1:26–38
Luke 1:39–45
Luke 2:1–14
Prologue of John:1–14

Second Advent Sunday
Third Advent Sunday
Fourth Advent Sunday
The First Christmas

Matthew 2:1–12

For the Orthodox Christmas
6/7 Jan

December

January

11
18
25

Matthew 2:13–23
Luke 2:22–35
2:Corinthians 12:1–10

February

1
8
15
22

John 9:1–12
John 9:30–41
Mark 5:1–13
Mark 5:21–34

March

1
8
15
22
29

Mark 5:35–42
Mark 7:24–30
Mark 7:31–37
Mark 7:24–30
Matthew 20:17–23

April

5
9
10
12
19
26

Matthew 21:1–11
Luke 22:7–19
John 19:17–27
John 20:1–16
John 20:19–29
Luke 24:13–32

May

3
10
17
24
31

Luke 21:1–14
John 21:15–19
John 21:20–25
Luke 9:51–60
Luke 10:1–12

June

7
10
17
24
31

Mark 9:2–13
Acts 2:1–12
1st Corinthians 13:1–13
Matthew 3:1–12
John 1:19–31

July

5
12
19
26

John 4:1–15
John 11:1–15
Galatians 2:15–21
Luke 8:1–15

August

2
9
16
23
30

Luke 9:51–60
Luke 10:25–37
Luke 12:22–31
Luke 9:1–9
Matthew 14:1–12

Transfiguration

6
13
20
27

Matthew 13:16–23
Matthew 5:1–12
Matthew 6:7–15
Revelations 12:1–12

Death of John the Baptist

Who Was Dmitri?

In connection with the true
tasks of the Western,
Middle and Eastern Europe,
with:
Richard Ramsbotham
The author of:
Who wrote Bacon?

Terry Boardman

The author of: Kaspar Hauser.
Where did he come from?

Markus Osterrieder

The author of: The Militant
Commonwealth of peace

Anezka Janatova
Petr Vok of Rosenberg
Organised by:

The Academy of Social Art
Tabor, Prague
Information at:

www.akademietabor.cz
Registration:

posta@akademietabor.cz
Price: 80 Euro
Czech/English translation
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For the Community
First Advent Sunday

September

The Day of Damascus
For Candlemas

Lent

Palm Sunday
Good Friday
Maunday Thursday
Easter Sunday
(Orthodox Easter)

Ascension
Whitsunday
Saint John’s Day

Death of John the Baptist

Michaelmas
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Elmfield



   Rudolf Steiner


     School


The Elmfield Rudolf Steiner


Anthroposophic
Health Care Course

A second course starts in April 2009
with 9 modules
(each 4 days), finishing in 2012
Details from
Judith Jones,
Simeon Care for the Elderly
Cairnlee Road,
Aberdeen AB15 9BN
UK
e-mail: judithjones999@hotmail.co.uk

School in Stourbridge, UK, is
looking for a

Site Co-ordinator
to take overall responsibility for
the management and maintenance of the grounds and buildings of Elmfield School in Stourbridge, UK. The closing date
has passed, but if you are interested, please contact Maigread
Reynolds for a job description
and application form, via email
info@elmfield.com
or telephone: 01384 394633

4th Biennial Conference on

Community Building
and Social Renewal
Creating Community Today
New Lanark
Tuesday 12 – Friday 15 May 2009
You are invited to this fourth
Conference at New Lanark which
will bring together up to 200
participants interested in exploring
ways forward for community life
and work. The Conference aims to
be fully inclusive in nature with an
emphasis on openness to all.
Contributors will include:
David Adams, Maria Albiez,
Colum Beagan,
Claire Griffiths‑Bronzino,
Jeannie Carlson, Lana Chanarin,
Fran Clay, Margaret Colquhoun,
Ann Druitt, Almut ffrench,
Rudiger Grimm, Melissa Harwood,
Paul MacDonald,
Angelika Monteux, David Newbatt,
Cornelius Pietzner, Andrew Plant,
Tom Ravetz, Margaret Shillan,
Swantje Siebke, Andrene Thompson,
Soleira Wennekes
Conference Fee:
£250.00

includes
lunch, supper and
tea breaks during the conference,
and access to the visitor facilities.
Accommodation is extra, from New
Lanark Mill Hotel, Waterhouses and
Youth Hostel, to a wide range in the
surrounding area. Conference leaflet
and booking forms will be available
from early 2009.
For further information and to
register interest please contact:
Jack Reed or Duncan Dewar,
Garvald Glenesk,
15/16 Avenue Road, Eskbank,
Dalkeith,
Midlothian, EH22 3BP
Telephone: 0131 454 0031
or:
07792995581.
Fax: 0131 454 0209
Email: newlanarkglenesk@hotmail.com

Camphill Norway

Tobias School
of Art & Therapy

Financial Manager
Camphill Nor way and Vidaråsen are looking for a person to take responsibility for the
finances both for Vidaråsen, a
community with about 130
people, and for the Camphill
Village Trust of Norway, which
includes 5 other centres.
The person should have
accounting/business qualifications at higher education
level and significant experience
managing the finances of a medium size concern. The person
should also support the vision
of Camphill and in particular
Vidaråsen.
The position can be for someone who wishes to live in community or not. The workplace is
at Vidaråsen in Andebu.
If you are interested or want
further information please feel
free to contact:
Adrian Bowden, Coordinator,
CVT of Norway
adrian.bowden@gmail.com
Tel: +4741448146
or Judith Ingram, Manager,
Vidaråsen
judith@vidaraasen.no
Tel: +4794220109

RUSKIN MILL EDUCATIONAL TRUST
Operates three innovative specialist colleges for
students with special learning needs. The colleges are inspired by the
work of Rudolf Steiner, John Ruskin and William Morris.
We have vacancies in each of our Colleges for

offers:
•Transformative Arts course
validated by the
City & Guilds at Licentiate level (LCGI).
Five week block courses available.

Houseparent Couples
To live in and manage a household for up to four students.
We need mature, responsible couples to create a warm, homely
environment and deliver the living skills curriculum in one of our
college households. We provide training and support and a good
package of salary and benefits. Not just a job, but a way of life.

•Transformative Arts in Therapy
vocational training validated by the
City & Guilds at Masters Level (MCGI).
Modular start available in March 2009.
Next full time training starts September
2009.
•Autumn weekend courses
each course costs £100
7–9 November 2008
Visual Music
with Cheryl Harris
28–30 November 2008
The Imaginative Process:
New Tools to Awaken Imagination
with jean-Marc Peladeau

FREEMAN
COLLEGE

GLASSHOUSE
COLLEGE

RUSKIN MILL
COLLEGE

The newest of our
colleges, based in the
centre of Sheffield and at
the Merlin Theatre site.
Fast developing activities
ranging from cutlery
making and pewter work,
to performance work and
drama.
Students live in the city in
family based households
and training flats.

Firmly based in the
glassmaking tradition
with many new
enterprises offering
students craft and land
based skills, high quality
drama and practical work
experience.
Students live in a wide
variety of residential
placements both in the
town and the surrounding
villages.

The College is based in a
beautiful Cotswold valley
with the main focus on
landwork, rural crafts and
food production.
Residential
accommodation is in
domestic scale
households in the nearby
towns and villages.

For brochures please call 01342 313655
or email us: info@tobiasart.org

www.tobiasart.org

The Mount Camphill Community, Wadhurst, UK

For information about positions in any of the colleges contact
Richard Rogers, Head of College — Residential, Ruskin Mill College
The Fisheries, Horsley, Glos GL6 0PL. Tel 01453 837528
e-mail: richard.rogers@rmc.rmet.org.uk

is a community based on anthroposophy working actively with the Camphill
community impulse as a further education college for young people with special
educational needs.
We have an opening for a couple, family or individuals who would like to help
strengthen the work out of this ethos together with a dedicated group of coworkers, through community building, working with arts, crafts and the land as
Homemakers / House co-ordinators
If you are enthusiastic about working and living with young people (aged 17–22),
have Camphill experience and are interested in meeting the challenges of our
time, please contact us for further information:
The Reception Group, The Mount Camphill Community,
Wadhurst TN5 6PT, East Sussex UK
Tel. +44(0)1892 782025
email: brigittevanrooij@mountcamphill.org
www.mountcamphill.org

Oasis Group Facilitation
An Applied Training
January – December 2009
in 5 modules
A training in soul and spiritual group support for people with
unresolved health issues and life crisis.
Inviting applications from health care professionals, human
service providers or mature students with relevant/related life
experience.
Please contact: Melanie Taylor
on Tel: (44) 01384 372239
or email: melanietaylor23@aol.com

Pahkla Camphilli Küla
a Camphill village with thirty people in Estonia, is urgently
looking for a farmer (landwork and milk cattle). There are
many able helpers as well as volunteers waiting.
More information:
Katarina Seeherr, Pahkla Camnphilli Küla
79742 Kohila pk, Rapla mk., Estonia
tel: 372 48 97535 or 372 48 98300
mail: pahklack@hot.ee   www.pahklack.ee

The Christian Community,
an independent church with congregations around the UK, is
looking for an administrator to manage its central funds and
liaise with the priests and the congregations, which are selfadministered.
Applicants should have good computer skills and be numerate, with some bookkeeping experience. We will be looking
for a high level of communication and liaison skills as this role
requires an ability to interact with a wide range of people both
in our congregations and with professional advisers.
We are looking for a person on a part time basis, ideally located
in the West Midlands, but there is a degree of flexibility in this.
Please send your CV to Recruitment, 22 Baylie Street, Stourbridge DY8 1AZ by 5 January 2009 or email
recruitment@thechristiancommunity.co.uk

Camphill St Albans
We are a small lively community providing support to 22 people with learning disabilities and/or
mental health problems based in the city of St Albans, UK. We support people to live independent
and meaningful lives within Camphill St Albans
and the wider community. We have a variety of
different living situations ranging from small group
homes to flats and bedsits, this enables people to
find the living environment which best supports
their needs. We also have several art and craft
workshops and two retail shops offering structured day opportunities.
We are currently looking for a co-worker to
join our community to be specifically involved
in the home support team. This involves providing emotional and practical support to six/seven
people with their daily lives. Tasks include liaising
with the community, parents and professional
services on behalf of the supported individual,
helping with finances, support plans, organising
holidays etc.
We are looking for someone who enjoys being
part of a lively and dynamic team. Someone who
is flexible, responsible and open minded. If you
are interested please contact either Jenny West or
Brigit Peacock 01727 811228 for further details.

Self Catering
Holiday House

The White House
Killin

Set within the beautiful
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an
ideal location to explore the
natural beauty of Highland
Perthshire, Scotland.
Situated in a secluded
setting near the shores of
Loch Tay, this area offers
outstanding op-portunities
for touring, walking, cycling,
bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms
with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
tel: 01764 662416
for a brochure and
availability

Self-Catering Holiday Apartments

Old Tuscan organic olive oil farm peacefully situated on
a hilltop with stunning views and all amenities close by,
offers comfortable accommodation, spectacular walks and
excellent local Tuscan and international food. Arcobaleno
is perched on a neighbouring hill to Cortona, a famous old
Etruscan town steeped in Italian history and well positioned
to offer day excursions by car to many places of interest; for
example, within ca. one hour you can reach: Florence, Siena,
Perugia, Assisi, Arezzo and within about two hours: Rome &
Pisa. Additionally, the famous wine growing areas of Chianti,
Montepulciano and Montalcino are all within an hours’ drive
of Arcobaleno.
Further details are on our homepage on the Internet:

www.arcobaleno-toscana.com or email or call me personally at
following: Lucas Weihs, San Pietro a Cegliolo CS 59,
1-52044
Cortona AR
Tuscany,Page
Italy 1
PA Journal Colour ad.qxd
21/2/07
12:15
email: arcobaleno@technet.it tel: + 39 0575 612777

The picture is a painting of Arcobaleno’s olive groves by Elizabeth Cochrane.

Integrating mainstream
and complementary
medicine with:

The

Park
Attwood
Clinic

SPACE TO BE!
Self catering cottage on the borders of
Herefordshire and Worcestershire. Buzzards,
butterflies, walks and peace.
Sleeps 2 (or 4 with double futon sofabed in lounge).
Details from:
Maggie Kingston on 44 (0)1885 410431

Need a Holiday?

Jukola Holidays

a committed team of
conventionally qualified
doctors and nurses
anthroposophic therapies
to address healthcare
holistically
natural medicines to
complement the use of
conventional drugs
individualised treatments
for day- and in-patients
The Park Attwood Clinic
Trimpley, Bewdley, Worcs DY12 1RE
Tel 01299 861444
www.parkattwood.org

Caring for you

holistically

Maybe just

A few days of peace and quiet?
A retreat for your co-workers?
A venue for a course or a seminar?

Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre in
Solborg Camphill Village can host up to 30 people
at any one time, full board and lodging or self
catering. As far as possible we serve ecological or
biodynamic food from our own gardens and farm.
Solborg Camphill Village can offer visits to the farm
and the workshops. We are located in beautiful natural
surroundings, with Oslo just an hour away.
Asbjornsen and Moe House Seminar Centre
Solborg, N-3520 Jevnaker, Norway
Tel:+47 32 13 30 58 — Fax:+47 32 13 20 20
seminarsenter@camphill.no
www.camphill.no

The quietness
of the endless forest
And the white beach
Staying in warm comfort in log
houses – Self catering
or board and lodging
For individuals and groups
Also for school classes!
RETREATS AND SEMINARS To
your personal plan

Tel. +358 40 574 8515
jukolart@gmail.com
www.jukolart.com
Hiisijärvi, Finland

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.

Editors
Maria Mountain (Editor and Subscriptions), Westbourne, 37 Highfield Road, Halesowen, W. Midlands, B63 2DH, England
Tel: +44 (0)1384 569153 email: maria.mntn@gmail.com
Deborah Ravetz (Assistant), 3 Western Road, Stourbridge, DY8 3XX, England
Tel: +44 (0)1384 444 202
Advertisements:
Suggested contribution of £20–£30 per announcement/advert.
Cheques can be sent to the Editor (address above), made out to Camphill Correspondence.
Subscriptions:
£21.00 per annum for six issues, or £3.50 for copies or single issues.
Please make your cheque payable to Camphill Correspondence and send with your address to Maria Mountain (address above),
or you can pay by Visa or MasterCard, stating the exact name as printed on the card, the card number, and expiry date.
Back Copies:
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